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Morgan Team Highly Favored To Win Debate

DEBATERS FOR THE MORGAN LITERARY SOCIETY

Noted Educators Visit JSTC March 31-April 1

MORGAN COACH

Calhoun Trio Lacks Ability, Experience

POW SHOWS NINETY-FIVE PER CENT OF J. S. T. C. STUDENTS BACK M. L. S.

According to a campus poll taken by Dr. Tead Gettup, the Morgan Literary Society's debating team is favored by ninety-five percent of all Jacksonville students and faculty members to win this year's forensic event.

Of those questioned, Dr. Gettup found that 75 percent of the student body are Morganians, 5 percent are non-Morganians, and 15 percent belong to the Calhouns. By breaking the poll down and giving the vote to groups, Dr. Gettup found that all Morganians are betting strongly on their team to defeat the C. L. S. trio. Only enough every student who classified himself as a neutral favored the M. L. S. by 51 percent to 13 percent.

It should be remembered that Dr. Gettup correctly predicted the outcome of last year's debate, and his polls have gained world fame for their accuracy.

Calhoun Liability

We are not saying at Dr. Gettup's findings. Close observers notice that the Calhoun trio, when they step on the stage of Kilby Hall on the evening of May 6, are inexperienced, lacking in ability, and generally "green" innocent and scared half out of their wits. After the Carrion kids' speech, who

Ruth Drake
Realizes Life-Long Desire

GIRL PRESIDENT OF THE CALHOUNS WINS OFFICE THROUGH BIG MISTAKE

It was stated in the last issue of this paper that Ruth Drake, virgule

ging co-op, was elected president of the girls' division of the Calhoun Literary Society. It is now revealed that Ruth Drake's winning was due to an error in the vote count. The error was discovered at a meeting of the execiutive committee.

Drake was running against Paul Rollin, a junior in the Calhoun Literary Society. The vote count was 10-5 in favor of Drake. However, it was later discovered that Paul Rollin had cast two votes for Drake. The second vote was cast by Paul Rollin's brother, a freshman in the society.

Drake was declared the winner, and Paul Rollin was declared the runner-up. The error was corrected at the meeting, and the votes were recounted. Drake was declared the winner by a vote of 10-3.
GIRL PRESIDENT OF THE CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY

It was stated in the last issue of this paper that Ruth Drake, of the Calhoun Literary Sociey of Calhoun College, had been elected the president of the girls' division of the Calhoun Literary Society, and that she received the congratulations of the Carrion Carriers. It was further stated that Ruth had given up her position as editor of the school paper and that she was now to devote her entire energies to the tasks of presiding over the literary society. This has been the case, and Ruth has done her work in a very satisfactory manner. She has shown a remarkable ability to hold the attention of her fellow students and to keep them interested in the society's activities.

The Literary Society of Calhoun College is one of the oldest and most respected clubs on the campus. It has a long and illustrious history, and it has produced many successful student leaders. Ruth Drake has been a shining example of the qualities that are necessary for success in this organization. She has shown a great deal of enthusiasm and dedication, and she has always been willing to take on new challenges. Her leadership has been instrumental in bringing new members into the society and in increasing its membership. She has also been active in organizing events and activities, and she has always been willing to put in the extra effort to make sure that the society is successful.

Ruth Drake's election as president of the girls' division of the Calhoun Literary Society is a testament to her leadership skills and to the respect that her fellow students have for her. She has shown a great deal of promise, and she is sure to have a bright future ahead of her. We wish her all the best in her new role as president, and we are confident that she will continue to be a strong and effective leader for the Calhoun Literary Society.
Morgan Poetry

The C. L. S. Mouthpieces

"The simple things of life,
Things of love, fear, hate, and strife;
Of these the poet should write,
And to these devote his flight.
Well, with all of this in mind,
We have fun and frolic for behind;
We take our thoughts and our pen.
For, by now, our story must begin.

To fill the purpose of this tale,
The Calhoun speakers do not fail.
In being SIMPLE—that is clear.
And, too, they have much to FEAR.

And are Johnson, Brittain, and Walker HATED?
Well, good size, the point need not be made.
And are these lands LOVED on every hand?
Yes, good size, all ten of their clan.

They must STRIVE mightily we say.
If they're to win on this or any day.
But we still have work not done—
We shall study these lands one by one.

Of the "three little fishes," Britain is first
With the exception of Johnson, he's the worst of the Calhoun lot, for try as one may, One can't take Dirt and make Clay.

John Charles Johnson can't impress Judge number one with his Southern dress. And "M.K." Johnson can't go very far With his cheap imitation of F. D. R.

About Sidney Walker we are told That he is a speaker very bold.
In bull sessions he carries much weight, But being third speaker, he won't debate.

—D. E. K.

Ladies' Man, Mr. Brittain

Clay is a hellion's man; with you will agree He breaks the heart of many a girl, so masterful is he, But our laws are designed for this kind of thing.

Where'er a girl dares date this guy, she nearly always dies.

He shoots a line of bull galore, and thinks he is the stuff.
The girl just says yes, and sits, and sits until she's had enough.

He bobs the pros with minced words, and never knows the diff.
If he could, and had the nerve, we'd push him —F. C. E.

Jerry Hulsey

Jerry is good natured and popular in its true, But Calhoun like him are mighty, mighty few.
He always looksorny for his Big Jim weak.
And when by being so tender-hearted and meek
He agreed reluctantly to the Calhoun lead.
Hulsey's in for trouble; friends he wouldn't heed.
For it will take more than Jerry's tender hand
To lead the Calhoun to the promised land.

—D. E. K.

Sieve Brittope

Ye Olde Gossippe

Due to the fact that this is a Morgan edition of the TEACOLA, we have tried to publish a "clean" if not serious paper. We apologize very profusely to our readers for using on a large scale a "dirty" term, namely, "Calhouns." To avoid too much vulgarity we have used when it was possible the name "Carrollers," instead of "Calhouns," to refer to members of the C. L. S.

We haven'tipped down, Sidney. In fact, as Paul Jones said, "We've just begun to fight."

Well, as a regular feature, the school gossip is told. NAOMIA BOWEN has decided the likes to go shopping at Sears Roebuck in Gauss- den. Hunting bargains, NAOMIA! We hear that WILBUR COX takes regular excursions every night before going to bed... How is COCHRAN making out since VELA left school? And how is PAUL doing? ... MINETTE CASH still meets the postman every day. It seems MINETTE and her "one and only" from Ashburn are doing all right...

FRANCES BEDWELL goes around singing, "I Can't Keep Georgia Off My Mind." Who around here is from Georgia? We wonder if the old serf, "When the cat is away, the mice will play," is true in the case of HALSTEAD? We wish you luck in your fling with HELEN ARMSTRONG, FREDDIE. 

What certain brunette has taken the aspects of KIRBY CARNEY? How strange it is that love can affect you so! ... Who is MARIA PYRON'S "Buddy" from Amosboro? ... Church Item: A fair damsel was seen with WYMAN STROTHER on the way from church to the Apartment Cafeteria last week... We see that REN and NITA have switched BEDROOMS. The girls are...
Jerry is good natured and popular it's true. But Calhouns like him are mighty, mighty few. He always feels sorry for the dumb and weak. And thus by being so tender-hearted and meek He agreed quite reluctantly the Calhouns to lead Hulsey's in for trouble: they wouldn't heed. "I'll do what might be more than Jerry's tender hand To lead the Carriers to the promised land."

**Sissy Britches**

No matter how chatty the day may be, Johnson brings heartache and tears to me. His mismatched clothes, his silly air, All make a fellow want to tear his hair. He's becoming wavy curl, his gaudy shirt, Always limping, with no Dainty in his mannerisms, gloom. In his looks, Charles's much to hide within his books.

**Effie Hollingsworth**

The case of Effie Hollingsworth is sad. Few girls have given one a more odious name. If she hadn't been so keen to fool those who make fun of her, Effie chose instead a group of friends. One is judged by the company one keeps.

**Eugene Williamson**

The world's greatest flop couldn't approach Eugene Williamson. And of the saddest words of land and sea, The sinister of a coach he will never be.

**Darrell Jordan**

A typical Calhoun lad is D. J., the way he acts, He rattles and gives off lots of wind. But a Calhoun meeting he won't attend. Of course, I couldn't ever chaperon over and admit defeat.

**Just Between You and Me**

Charlie J.: "You know, I wouldn't want anyone to know this but just be free with you, I once went to a printing shop in town. Of course I couldn't ever chaperon over and admit defeat.
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The Teacola

Marguerite York will be flower girl for her husband, Ted York, Morgan first speaker, Marguerite, a member of the senior class, was before her marriage Margaret York. Mrs. York is active in several campus organizations, and usually makes the "B" average list.

Don Morgan finds chaos dominant factor at typical Calhoun meet

Truth is told by C.L.S. Visitor

(From Morgan)

Howdy folks. It's been quite a spell since I've written for the TEACOLA. You see-I don't try to make public any of my findings unless it is necessary to do so in order to protect the Morgan Literary Society. The last time I had a place to say, Malcom "Side" Street was the model for the annual edition of the TEACOLA. That was over two years ago. At this particular time, "Side" Street and his little sir echo, Novan "Mini-Man" Test, were making a Calhoun Edition of every edition of the TEACOLA. In self defense I wrote a column occasionally for the dear ole M.L.S.

Now there is another deed that should be done, another piece that should be told. I am writing in the name of the members of the Morgan Literary Society. Bless her.

Joke False Report

The Carousers are passing along the word that their meetings are interesting, unique and educational. In an extensive whispering campaign, the Carousers induced their anti-enthusiasts to suppose anything ever offered on the J.S.T.C.C. was a nonentity. An interloper came in from the back of the room. Ruth Drakc was trying to attract the attention of a dandy-looking Morgan visitor by making "ehm" little noises. During the hall, a Freshman visitor said to Johnhere: "For goodness sake, is he president?" pointing at Shakespeare.

"No," said John emphatically. "Jerry Hulsey's president, but he never attends our meetings.''

Nan, who whispered with the general tenor of all Morgan students, now is in college. She has a pleasing personality, and is popular with the young set here, both college and town.

Yet, there is another deed that should be done, another piece that should be told. The Carousers are passing along the word that their meetings are interesting, unique and educational. In an extensive whispering campaign, the Carousers induced their anti-enthusiasts to suppose anything ever offered on the J.S.T.C.C. was a nonentity. An interloper came in from the back of the room. Ruth Drakc was trying to attract the attention of a dandy-looking Morgan visitor by making "ehm" little noises. During the hall, a Freshman visitor said to Johnhere: "For goodness sake, is he president?" pointing at Shakespeare.

"No," said John emphatically. "Jerry Hulsey's president, but he never attends our meetings.''

Nan, who whispered with the general tenor of all Morgan students, now is in college. She has a pleasing personality, and is popular with the young set here, both college and town.
WIFE WANTED!

I, "Play Boy" Walker, desire to marry some rich widow. She must be about 30. I will consider, however, any widow who owns a good farm and a fine pair of horses, etc.; if she has already disposed of all her horses, she can buy a few for her use.

I am in good health, and my only vice is my participation in the Calhoun Literary Society. I would make an excellent husband, so I will not be scorned and will retire at all times. Address all applications to...

Mr. Sidney Walker
Jacksonville, Alabama

(Find Matrimonial Adv.)

LOOKING FOR AN EASTER OUTFIT?
You'll find what you want among our Newest Arrivals of
Paris Fashion Shoes, Georgiana Frocks, Mojus Hose, and Dorothy Jean Hats—at:
PURSE-FITTING PRICES

The Quality Shop
Jacksonville, Alabama

Specialized Steaks, Chops, and Fried Chicken
You Are All Welcome

MEN! Your Feet Are Worth Fortunes!
SAVE THEM WITH THE NEWEST STYLES IN FORTUNE OXFORDS. They are still just...

A Wondrous Selection of TRUE SPRING TIES 50c and $1.00

NEW ARRIVALS IN EDGWOOD OXFORDS—for Women and Girls—Good for sport wear and school. They are still just 1.00
WE HAVE RIBBON AND LACE COLLARS AND CUFFS atats

The Mercantile Co.
Mighty Morgans Win Society Basketball Championship

M.L.S. Takes Freshman Arts Group Presents Mrs. Trimble And Mr. Boone In Concert

GRUPEY CALHOUN MAKES POUR OPPONENTS FOR GREAT MORGAN TEAM

A powerful Morgan basketball team defeated a Calhoun five, four games to two, winning the official cage crown. The pitifully weak Calhoun team could not keep up and had to take four contests of the seven game series. From the first game through the last, it had seemed as though the M. L. S. quintet had the situation well in hand.

It was not mentioned at the time, but Coach Gregg and Pickrell have since hinted that the Calhouns were allowed to win two games. All profits from the series are divided equally between the two societies, and by playing two extra contests, more cash went into the Morgan treasury. The M. L. S. team won the first game, lost the next two, and then captured the next three.

Fourth consecutive year - By winning the annual society cage series, the Morgans ran their total series win to four consecutive years. The Calhouns must completely revise their organization if they are to develop a winning team in our generation. The Calhouns are very much back on their season. It is not expected that the group needs new leaders, new coaches, and new players.

Gregg and Pickrell, M. L. S. tutors, proved themselves masters of strategy by keeping the score from becoming too one-sided in any one game; interest was kept at high pitch because of this.

Game of the night was complimentary to be paid of the Calhouners, it showed the arithmetic of Coach Halsey and Mr. William. Although these Calhouns are only mediocre instructors, they took the very latest style in poor material and developed a team that could hold, push, knock the ball both sides. We might say that Halsey and William took nothing and made something a little better than nothing.

Losse Game

The Morgans won the last game by a 22-20 score, still being scored a 21 point game. The first chance of the game and the Morgans never
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**FLASH**

We have just received word that the World Champion Celtes have partially agreed to pay the nearsighted Morgan Library basketball team. The date of this game will be announced later.

*Excerpt from the Morgan Library report*

**DEBATE**

(Continued from page 1)

truth of the matter is that he has never missed a single period. Being men are giving up that they Briton will look like a goat in the sunshine when the Morgan turn on the real heat.

The score by quarters was 4-2, 14-28, and 32-29, with the winners ahead at all times.

The Calhouns played poorly in the first half, but were outstanding in the second frame. Then the ball was returned on, and a decisive Calhoun team didn't seem to know which to hit.

Left-handed in this game for the Morgan team are John Wil- son, Jack Conn, T. C. Gage, Mitchell, Wall and Colvin.

Since the Calhouns played so poorly, we won't give them names.

**FROM THE GARBAGE PAILS**

(Note: As Doughty Hall is princi- pally devoted to divine purposes, we turn to the Apartment Dormitory for our choicest news about Calhoun's edge.)

Dorothy Keats receives letters, but wails, since a certain John on Mountebank is causing the exult to the deputation to quench a bit.

Many news is running the "blind pig ped" stuff into the dormitory. Nothing gets stale and silly after so much human interest.

Effie Hollingsworth reports to all who can to attract the attention of the Morgan Library basketball team. It's always worth something to Calhoun.

**HUSLE ARRESTED FOR SOLING PUMP HANDLE**

Jerry Hulse, Calhoun prexy, was arrested today by local police of- ficers on a charge of stealing the bank pump handle.

After a fraudulent attempt to raise $20,000 for some sort of charity, the Morgan Library Society melted down the $2,000 in gold pieces, delivered them to Chief Police C. A. Holbom and arrested Diversity of Hulse. Hulse's only remark was: "Yes, I did it. I consider it a sport rather than a misdemeanor."

The police officers and they stole the bank pump handle and it has been known as the Morgan Library Society.

**REPORT!!!**

We have received from a usually reliable but some- what sneaky and thick-skulled reporter an account of the Morgan Library Society's consideration of dissolving the C. L. S. altogether unless more interest is shown. This is sure to be of great interest to all the members and their friends.

The Morgan Library Society has just received its fourth annual report. The report shows a healthy increase in membership and an increase in the number of active members. The report also shows a decrease in the amount of time spent on "serious" activities, such as debating and writing essays.

The Morgan Library Society is a club for the serious student, and its members take great pride in their membership. The club's annual report is a testament to this, as it shows the club's growth and success over the past year. We look forward to seeing what the future holds for the Morgan Library Society.